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Abstract 
 
There is one principal point in which linguists differ from other people: they will marvel at things that 
other people take for granted. And indeed, who would ever stop to think about the little ‘prefixating’ 
syllable ge-, which the Germans and the Dutch utter so frequently, while the English are entirely 
unaware of it? It will be worthy of note what the reasons are like that the prefix is now missing in our 
tongue. Is it only due to purely phonetic circumstances, as linguists have often claimed? The present 
article is meant to show that the more plausible explanation lies in certain facts of semantic and 
syntactic character: the most substantial changes are believed to be the ones that took place in the 
system of inflection, word order, and so-called phrasal verbs. All this discussion is framed into a 
larger sociolinguistic context; here the issues of language contact and diglossia seem to have played 
the most important role. 
 
Keywords: prefixation; typology: syntheticity, analyticity; punctuated equilibrium model; ‘meanings’ 
of ge-; societal multilingualism  
 
Introducing the issue 
 
We have always been fascinated by the frequency that ga- as an unaccented prefix showed in 
Gothic. Just in one single Verse 11 by St. Mark, Ch. 14, it appears four (!) times:  
 

Iþ eis gaháusjandans fagin d dun jah gahaíháitun imma faíhu giban; jah s kida hwáiwa gatilaba 
ina gal wid di.1 
 

Old English texts, too, are abundant in this prefix, in the form ge-, of course, but it is 
difficult to say for certain whether its frequency was or was not gradually decreasing. Yet it is 
for sure that it does not exist in Modern English and that it was on retreat as early as in 
Middle English. As Clerk (129) has it, in its (for laymen) indiscernible form y-/ i- it existed no 
longer than till Late Middle English or Early New English. Thus in Chaucer,2 for example, we 
read: 
 

And the yonge sonne | Hath in the Ram his halfcours yronne; 
Well nyne and twenty in a compaignye | Of sondry folk by aventure yfalle| In felaweshipe; 
At mete wel ytaught was she with alle; 
Y-clothed was she fresh, for to devyse; 
And whan the fox saugh that he was y-gon| Allas! quod he…; 
The mone shoon| men mighte wel y-see… , etc. 
 

A mere fleeting glance at a page of Chaucer’s text and at any text written in Old English 
will reveal that the number of ge-> y-/i- prefixed words in Middle English is relatively very 
low. Phonetic explanation is fairly simple, easy to follow, and, by itself, satisfactory enough. 
Following authorities such as Wright (§26), Hulbert (§5), Prokosch (§69), and others, the 
prefix ga-/ge-/gi- (together with others) is believed to have become unaccented soon, and 
owing to the phonetically based tendency in Germanic languages towards the qualitative 
reduction in unstressed syllables,3 the already weakened Old English ge- [je] must have 
resulted in [ji], and later, after the loss of the consonantal element, in [i]. We can also agree 
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with the generally accepted opinion that this reduction was begun in northern dialects first and 
only then was it spread southwards. In this light, the Chaucer’s i-forms must seem to have 
retained the state synchronically abandoned elsewhere in the North. And indeed, as      
Heusler (§125) proved, in Old Icelandic, for instance, the Germanic prefix ga- disappeared as 
early as in old writings. 

In order to make the picture yet more complex, let us notice that phonetic laws play their 
role also in those languages which have used the prefix ever since. Its velar realisation, be it 
phonetically a plosive [g] as in German or a fricative [ ] as in Dutch, hinders the kind of 
reduction which was noted for the English palatalised / /, i.e. [j]. And yet, the prefix ge- 
[ge]/[ e] has not been used consistently: as Wright (§§335, 488) claimed, the vowel [e] (<[i]) 
in ge- began to disappear before [l], [a], [r] as early as in Middle High German, and, what is 
more important, the prefix gi- would be left out altogether in verbs containing another 
unaccented prefix (corresponding to the New High German be-, ent-, er-, ver-, zer-, etc.). 
Hence it follows that its presence or absence has been a function of stress position; for 
example, ge schrieben vs. stu diert. 

However, the outlined explanation on phonetic grounds may only be fairly satisfactory if 
we apply one constant, namely the present state of matters. Thus Modern English does not use 
the ge- prefix any longer, whereas Modern German does, though not in all cases expected. 
Expressed more precisely, the resultant state in either language was only facilitated by 
phonetic laws. On the other hand, the English unstressed [i] y/i could have lived without the 
impeding phonetics, as well as the German [ge] ge can be pronounced in any phonetic 
context, perhaps with only a modicum of difficulty. Put in another way, if the old ga-/ ge- was 
still to be used, it would be endorsed by all phonetic laws possible. 

It seems that phonetics alone will not help us much to elucidate fully one fundamental 
question, namely, why English can do without the ge- prefix. As was adumbrated here above, 
nothing seems to impede its loss, and nothing would have impeded, as it also seems, its 
retention. A feasible explanation has to very probably be sought in the sphere of semantics, 
namely, in asking about meaning(s) of the very prefix. In other words, we have to zero in on 
the functions that the prefix must have performed and which must have been taken on through 
other language means when it ceased to exist. As anywhere else within the language system, 
the passing and arising of new functional means must have existed simultaneously and 
vicariously for considerably long periods of time; on the other hand, we have to admit that the 
case of ge- prefix is a little aberrant, at least from this point of view, inasmuch remarkable is 
the difference between Middle English and Old English. Its occurrence in the language, 
though in a phonetically altered form, is reduced drastically, to such an extent that one may 
tend to doubt its functional significance at all. Luckily enough, one simple objection puts this 
awkward idea on the right way immediately: Would language use any of its means so 
frequently and consistently, as Old English really did in the case of ge- prefix, without any 
good reason of doing so?4  

Even though it is possible for one function to be performed simultaneously by two or more 
linguistic means, it will only be so for a limited period of time of the language evolution. It is 
due to the economy of language that sooner or later one of the “competing” means either 
fades away, having been substituted in its function by another means, or it is ascribed a 
different function. Any level of language is inert to this kind of change, which make language 
exist as a dynamic system. For all those reasons the paragraphs of the present study are 
construed on the following hypothesis: The Old English prefix ge-, as a direct descendant of 
its Proto-Germanic form, must have inherited most of its functions it had had. However, had it 
not been for the well-known social changes on the Isles, which made the later English be a 
strikingly different language from Anglo-Saxon, or, in other words, had English evolved 
smoothly from Anglo-Saxon, the prefix ga-, in some specific phonetic form, would still be in 
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full use. Since this is not the case, the language must have developed other means so as to 
cope with the function(s) that the older ge- (supposedly) had.  

Such means did not, of course, have to be absolutely new; just on the contrary, they may 
have been in use, or they began to be used, from which it follows that the fate of ge- was 
uncertain all the same. In any case, however, the semantics of the Old English ge- is worth 
examining; as a matter of fact, it has to be examined thoroughly5 in order that we may submit 
a satisfactory, if not exhaustive, linguistic reasoning of its rather rapid loss. Let the following 
paragraphs pay tribute to the Old English ge-, which stands up so conspicuously in the list 
among other unaccented prefixes. 
 
Old English data in commented statistics 
 
The following discussion is based on 1,090 excerpts, which we managed to collect out of 
randomly selected Old English texts (see the list here aback). Only some of the excerpts will 
be exemplified here, though, namely those which are most characteristic of the respective 
issues discussed. All occurrences of ge-items were filed first, in appropriate contexts, which is 
believed to handle the respective items more accurately from their semantic and syntactic 
point of view. As shown in Table 1, many ge-items are repeated in texts, the number of 
actually different items being reduced to 422. This is nothing remarkable, though. What is 
much more important is grammatical classification of these on the one hand, and the issues of 
meaning, including polysemy, on the other hand. 

 
 total nouns adjectives adverbs verbs (prepositions)

all occurrences 1090 288 65 28 708 1 
422 121 38 19 243 1 items only 452 126 38 19 268 1 

Table 1 
 

At first sight one can notice that most ge-items are verbs, their total number exceeding 700 
out of 1,090, which makes 65%. Nouns, too, represent a considerable portion of all the ge-
items: 288 occurrences equal 26.5% of the total. As pointed here above, not all items in total 
are unique cases; thus many of those 422 different items must have been found more than 
once in the texts to make it the total of 1,090 occurrences. It can be calculated easily that 
within the verb-category the non-repeated ge-items represent 57.5%, and within the noun-
category 28.5% of the respective occurrences. Nevertheless, the last line in Table 1 shows one 
important fact: some ge-items, formally identical as they are, can have more than one 
meaning each. It is for this reason that such polysemous items must be counted as different 
ones. First of all, in the present corpus polysemy is witnessed only in verbs and in nouns, 
concerning 25 cases, i.e. 3.5%, and 5 cases, i.e. 1.7%, respectively, out of the total figures of 
all occurrences. The excerpts did not show any polysemy in adjectives and adverbs, but we 
can never be absolutely sure. However, the probability of polysemous ge-adjectives or ge-
adverbs is very low all the same, and an exceptional or rather solely case would hardly have 
any impact on our intended generalising conclusions. 

There is one more point that has to be raised for consideration: namely, the reader will 
notice that some items, be it nouns, adjectives or verbs, occur both as ge-prefixed and as basic 
ones, e.g. geagan – agan, gecuman – cuman, gebetan – betan, and he like. Table 2 shows the 
figures of 0-prefixed items6 in respective grammatical categories, offering both the total 
numbers and the numbers of different, i.e. non-repeated items. In the latter the polysemy is 
already accounted for. 
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 total nouns adjectives verbs adverbs 
all occurrences 643 35 14 594 0 
items only 163 13 3 147 0 
Table 2 
 

Again, the overwhelming majority of those 0-prefixed formal equivalents of ge-items are 
verbs, making 90% out of the total number of occurrences. The second place is occupied by 
nouns, while there are no 0-prefixed adverbs as counterparts of the ge-prefixed ones. At first 
sight, ge-items prevail largely over 0-prefixed items in each grammatical category, both for all 
occurrences accounted (see Table 3) and for non-repeated items (see Table 4). 
 
+/- ge- total nouns adjectives verbs adverbs 
ge- 1090 288 65 708 28 
0- 643 35 14 594 0 
Table 3 
 
+/- ge- total nouns adjectives verbs adverbs 
ge- 452 126 38 268 18 
0- 163 13 3         147 0 
Table 4 

 
There is one more aspect which can be read from the statistical data in the Tables. Namely, 

the prevalence of ge-items over 0-items is not in verbs, as the reader might expect, but rather 
in non-verbal categories. Thus ge-prefixed verbs exceed their 0-counterparts only 1.8 times, 
while in nouns 9.6 times, and in adjectives even 12.5 times, to speak nothing of adverbs. 
Explanation seems to be simple, though: adverbs derived upon adjectives will retain their ge-
forms, if there are ones (e.g. gecneordlic-e), and past participle forms are likely to be taken as 
nominal rather than verbal items. The latter can be documented by the cases showing 
grammatical concord, e.g. Hie hæfdon þone cyning ofslægenne, where the participle ofslægen 
is inflected as adjective.  

This does not mean, however, that once the ge-participle was found, the ge-prefix had to be 
used in other forms of the same verb. Thus, for instance, we come across halgian, halgodon 
vs. gehalgod, and both gehefgad and hefgad, gemolsnad and molsnad, and so on. All the more 
reason to inquire after the function(s), or, say, semantics of the prefix ge-. The essential 
question is whether the item gehelpan in, for example, He on heofonum leofað, for ðan þan þe 
he wolde gehelpan is the only form possible, and so supposedly a correct one, or whether its 
0-counterpart helpan could also be used, either equally or in a different meaning. 

Related to the issues so far outlined, two more topics may be worth discussing, namely: 
Are there any restrictions on ge-prefixation in compounded and suffixated items, and second, 
on already prefixated items? Some statistics, though not extensive, are helpful and seem to be 
relevant enough. 

Out of 24 occurrences 15 different, i.e. non-repeated items illustrated compounds, and 60 
others, out of the total of 124, referred to derivatives. The former can be exemplified by ge-
ðwær-læcan, ge-lust-fullian, the latter by ge-lic-nes, ge-end-ung, ge-þeaht-ere, and the like. 
The results are convincing enough to claim that, speaking in terms of morphology, no 
restriction on the occurrence of ge-prefix is imposed in already compounded items and in 
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suffixated derivatives. Even multi-morphemic items can exist, e.g. ge-sæl-ig-lic-e, ge-sund-
ful-lic-e, ge-niht-sum-nes, etc. Yet it would be irresponsible to admit that there is no 
restriction whatsoever: just think about such derivatives as ge-æðel-ing, and similar. These 
were not attested, though. Again, this fact, too, speaks in favour of the assumption that ge- is a 
meaningful prefix. The assumption will become more truthful once we zero in on cumulative 
prefixation, namely on the items which are prefixed already, such as be-gan, on-bidan, un-
trumian, etc. If we can rely on the data gathered from the texts analysed, ge- never goes with 
the prefixes a-, be-, for(e)-, mid-, mis-: thus while the past participle of faran is gefaren, 
afaran has its participle afaren; and similarly, only beswicen (<beswican), and not perhaps 
*gebeswicen / *begeswicen is found, and so also forgifen (<forgiefan), miswend 
(<miswendan), etc.  

This state of matters is easy to explain: passing over earlier stages (mentioned, besides 
others, by Hulbert, §5), the prefixes a-, be-, for(e)-, mid-, mis- in the recorded texts were, no 
doubt, unaccented, which was the case of ge-, too. Hence it is rather uncomfortable to utter 
two neighbouring unaccented prefixes. Does it mean that ge- can, or even must, go with 
prefixes that carry their own stress, such as an-, and-, ar-, ed-, or-, un-? The answer is 
positive in the sense that ge- is sometimes, but relatively rarely, added; therefore 0-forms also 
exist, e.g. ge-and-wyrdan – and-wyrdan. Phonetic laws seem to be responsible also for mutual 
ordering of ge- and the other (stressed) prefix: since the Germanic tendency had been to stress 
the basis of verbs whereas to place the stress initially, that is practically on to the prefix, in 
nouns, ge- was preferred as first in verb-forms and as second in non-verbals. Therefore we 
find, e.g. ge-an-bidian vs. un-ge-hirsum. It is proper to point out again that we are speaking in 
terms of tendencies; otherwise we would have to worry about exceptions, such as the 
unexpected yet existing order in geuntrumod or geuntreowsod(e). 

At this point we have to take into account that the phonetic regulations, though working in 
long periods (say, diachronically), are made to be responsible for changes and the definite 
state of matters in one period. Therefore, we claim, phonetic explanations are not the only 
ones to be responsible for the above data. A straightforward question is why some prefixes, 
including ge-, lost their stress, whereas others remained accentuated. Again, we should rather 
think in terms of semantics: namely, if the unaccented prefixes had had no meaning, they 
could have cumulated more readily (for prosodic reasons?), or they would have come out of 
use. The position, and the role of ge- must also be examined in this light: we believe that ge- 
in Old English still had some meaning (though probably of diminishing force), and therefore 
it might sometimes have been incompatible with other prefixes. The next section is meant to 
present a few reflections on the issues raised here above. 
 
Commenting on some of relevant occurrences 
 
In her article ‘Diglossia in Anglo-Saxon England’, discussing the attrition of inflections in the 
noun phrase and the acquisition of aspectual distinctions in the verb phrase in the early 
Middle English period, Hildegard Tristram (87–110) proposes four possible scenarios that 
could be viewed as an explanation for this sudden typological drift from syntheticity to 
analyticity. She distinguishes three internal scenarios: (1) the punctuated equilibrium model, 
(2) the effect of the strong stress, and (3) the redundancy of the inflectional endings. As the 
only external scenario (4) Tristram presents a sociolinguistic interpretation of the cross-
language contact in the British Isles. Though she investigates only the situation regarding 
inflectional endings, her analysis forms a fruitful starting point for our examination of the Old 
English prefix ge-. Thus the prefix will be analysed against the background of the above 
mentioned schemes.  
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When discussing sudden changes in the development of any language, comparative 
linguists (e.g. Dixon) often take into consideration the so called punctuated equilibrium model 
(PEM).7 According to this theory, based on similar models in evolutionary biology, geology, 
and other natural sciences, language changes should not be understood as something constant 
and gradual. Frequently, language shifts take a form of unexpected jumps that appear after 
long periods of stability. In other words, to use the terminology employed within the 
framework of PEM, languages often experience surprising moves from states of equilibrium 
into episodes of punctuation. As Dixon claims himself, “many types of change within a 
language are not gradual but rather happen fairly suddenly, often within the space of a 
generation or two” (54). He also states that these changes are “self-triggered”, brought up “by 
the internal dynamics of the language” and they “relate to shift in grammatical profile” 
(Dixon 57). 

Dixon’s model of punctuated equilibrium is an interesting contribution to diachronic 
linguistics; it provides new insights into a number of complicated aspects of language 
evolution and suggests valuable conclusions about how languages might have developed. 
However, it is questionable whether his assumptions can be testified and whether the 
punctuated equilibrium model is applicable to all languages.8 Moreover, as the experience 
warns us, we should always be careful when applying methodologies of natural sciences to 
language studies: the commonly quoted example being the notions of biological evolution 
related to the development of languages, particularly Indo-European, by August Schleicher.9 
As a result, we do not find Dixon’s theory suitable enough for our analysis of the history of 
the English prefix ge-,10 and thus we have turned the attention of our search for the 
explanation of its demise to other scenarios. 

It has already been argued that phonetic explanations are not the only ones to be 
responsible for the fact that ge- died out at some point in Middle English. For the reasons 
presented above (see ‘Old English data in commented statistics’), scenario (2), i.e. the effect 
of strong stress, does not have sufficient explanatory force, and it is inevitable to investigate 
motives for this change outside the domain of phonetics. Scenario (3) allows us to take into 
consideration impulses from the realm of grammar and semantics; scenario (4), on the other 
hand, interprets the situation from the viewpoints of sociolinguistics. Furthermore, both 
scenarios assume that the prefix ge- must have had a significant meaning or function in Old 
English. This functionalist approach, as we hope, may help to see the problem of ge-’s decline 
from a productive angle. 

As implied by the quantitative analysis, the Old English ge- is found in many parts of 
speech: before nouns, e.g. gemære, gedrinc, verbs, e.g. gelaþian, gefadian, before adjectives, 
e.g. gedwolsum, gemænifyld, in adverbs, e.g. genoh, gewislice, and even in pronouns, e.g. 
gewylce. Of great importance to the investigation of the decline of the Old English ge- are 
especially verbs: they are the most numerous category as regards ge-items, and also 0-
prefixed equivalents of ge-items prevail in this part of speech. Thus, it could be expected that 
the drastic loss of ge- started in verbs, and only later the forms of nouns, adjectives and 
adverbs were probably regularised by the analogy with verbs. Yet it would be irresponsible to 
admit that the opposite, i.e. noun  verb analogy was unlikely to take place. Such 
regularisation was also made possible due to the fact that some verbal forms, e.g. past 
participle (gecorene, genotudne), had strong nominal character, they were declined and were 
close to nominal and adjectival forms. Consequently, it seems that it is the prefix ge- as one 
part of the form of past participle – its meaning, role and changes within the internal system 
of Old English – that should be focussed on. 

According to Mitchell & Robinson (58), the Old English prefix ge- seems to have had two 
basic functions: (1) It added the meaning of ‘together, with’ to nouns, e.g. gebed, gedeorf, 
gefeoht, gefera. (2) As regards past participle, it functioned as a perfective aspect marker;     
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in other words, it completed the meaning of verbs with a sense of perfectivity, implying the 
goal of the action, e.g. ascian ‘to ask’, vs. geascian ‘to find out by asking’, or andwyrd ‘to 
answer’, vs. geandwyrd ‘to be answered’.11 A few more examples, presented in larger 
contexts, shall suffice to illustrate the perfectivity function of past ge-participles: 
 

Þa geseah he betwux þam warum cype-cnihtas gesette, þa wæron hwites lichaman and fægeres 
andwlitan menn, and æþellice gefexode. Gregorius þa beheold þæra cnapena wlite, and befran 
of hwilcere þeode hi gebrohte wæron. (…) Eft he axode, hu þære þeode nama wære, þe hi of 
comon?Him wæs geandwyrd, þæt hi Angle genemnode wæron. Þa cwæþ he: ‘Rihtlice hi sind 
Angle gehatene, forþan þe hi engla wlite habbaþ, and swilcum gedafenaþ þæt hi on heofonum 
engla geferan beon.’…Gyt þa Gregorius befran, hu þære scire nama wære, þe þa cnapan of 
alædedde wæron. Him man sæde, þæt þa scirmen wæron Dere gehatene. Gregorius andwyrde: 
‘Wel hi sind Dere gehatene, forþan þe hi sind fram graman generode, and to Cristes 
mildheortnysse gecygede.’12 

 
Apparently, the function of the prefix ge- as a marker of perfectiveness is a productive 

device in Old English. However, the same prefix is also employed in verbal forms serving 
different purposes. We find ge- in finite verbs, e.g. geherde ‘heard’, gedon ‘make, do’, or in 
infinitives, e.g. gesamnian ‘to assemble’, gemyndgian ‘to remember’. Moreover, the prefix 
ge- appears as a part of present active tense, e.g. þu gesihst þæt ic ealdige ‘you see that I am 
getting old’. To illustrate this aspect of Old English grammar in a more lucid and complex 
way, and to provide a contextual background for our considerations, let us again present a 
longer stretch of text: 
 

Lareow: ‘Hu begæst þu þinne cræft?’ 
Hunta: ‘Ic bregde me max, and sette hie on geæpre stowe. Þonne getyhte ic mine hundas …’ 
Lareow: ‘Ne canst þu butan nettum huntian?’ 
Hunta: ‘Gea, ic can butan nettum huntian.’ 
Lareow: ‘Hu?’ 
Hunta: ‘Ic betæce wildru mid swiftum hundum.’ 
Lareow: ‘Hwilce wildru gefehst þu swiþost?’ 
Hunta: ‘Ic gefo heorotas, and baran, and ran, and rægan, and hwilum haran.’13 

 
As is evident from the examples above, besides acting as a perfective aspect marker, the 

prefix ge- performed a number of diverse functions in Old English. Our claim is that this 
polyfunctional prefix lost its distinctiveness and gradually became redundant. This type of 
escalating superfluity probably resulted in the fact that the Old English ge- became useless, to 
put it differently, it emerged only as an ornamental form, which did not carry any meaning 
and therefore was no longer needed. Still, it is inevitable to investigate whether the decline of 
ge- prefixation was only due to the loss of its distinctiveness, or we should consider some 
other changes that collaborated on the attrition of the prefix. Presumably, the latter is closer to 
the correct answer. To be more specific, the changes in the grammatical system that the 
extinction of the Old English ge- could be connected with are the loss of inflectional endings, 
innovations in word order, and the rise of the English phrasal verb. In the following 
paragraphs, we shall comment in more detail on some relevant issues that are interrelated with 
these changes. 

When examining more language changes that were realised in approximately the same 
period of time, it is always rewarding to find out which change appeared as a first one and 
triggered the further series of novelties. Out of those innovations under scrutiny, it could be 
assumed that the decline in inflectional endings was the starting point, which initiated changes 
in word order, these enabling the escalation of phrasal verbs. However, it cannot be expected 
that this order of grammatical shifts was accomplished as a chain of strictly chronological 
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steps. In other words, it should not be presumed that the second of the three changes took 
place only after the first had been completed, etc. We should rather think of simultaneous 
tendencies: 

 
 

(1) the loss of inflectional endings 
--------------------------------------------------> 
   (2) the new word order 
   --------------------------------------------------> 
      (3) the rise of phrasal verbs 
      --------------------------------------------------> 

 
According to Barber (57), “the loss and weakening of unstressed syllables at the ends of 

words had disastrous effects on the inflectional system, since many endings now became 
identical”. Although the precise reason for these innovations is unknown, there are at least 
some pieces of information that could be taken for granted. From what is known, it is 
suspected that the inflectional decay commenced towards the end of the Old English period. It 
is also believed that the rate of inflectional decline was not regular and varied with regard to 
different dialects; the first modifications starting in the North and East, and gradually moving 
towards the South and West. The textual evidence suggests that the inflectional loss had not  
been completed before the year 1400. Aside from the frequently quoted opinion (e.g. Vachek 
1966), emphasizing the influence of the articulatory stress on the first syllable as the major 
cause of inflectional decay, Leith suggests that it is the inefficiency of the Old English 
inflectional system itself that causes this decline in morphological endings. He stresses 
especially the fact that there was little distinction between the Old English cases, which later 
resulted in the final loss in word endings. 

At this point, however, there is no need to supply a full account for the above changes. It is 
more important to draw attention to other modifications in grammatical structure, namely the 
new word order and the rise of phrasal verbs, which, together with the inflectional loss, 
participated on the systemic shift from syntheticity to analyticity. To follow the plan of this 
paper and its perspective, these changes are described only briefly and with regard to the Old 
English prefix ge-. 

As is generally known (see Denison), there were strong tendencies for Subject-Object-
Verb word order in Old English. Though many syntactic constructions followed this pattern 
(e.g. þe hi to Criste gebigdon), the word order was less rigid due to the synthetic inflections 
marking gender, number, case and person, which secured the proper understanding of a 
sentence. In Middle English, however, as a result of the decay in inflectional endings, the 
language shifted into a more word order based language; Subject-Verb-Object being the main 
syntactic arrangement. Generally, as Akimoto claims, this new word order enabled the 
unstressed Old English prefixes to change into stressed post-verbal particles, thus forming 
new phrasal verbs (e.g. forbærnan > to burn up).14 With regard to the prefix ge-, it must have 
undergone a similar shift. As has already been mentioned, the Old English ge- was no longer 
productive, moreover, it was slowly losing its meaning. No surprise that the new systemic 
situation speeded up the decline of English verbs with the prefix ge-, and contributed to their 
transformation into a number of new phrasal verbs, carrying the same role within the language 
system (e.g. gefylled > filled up).  

To demonstrate how the loss of inflectional endings, the new word order and the rise of 
phrasal verbs collaborated on the systemic shift from syntheticity to analyticity, thus forming 
a background for the loss of the prefix ge-, let us supply the following two examples. The first 
instance is an Old English version of THE FLOOD (Genesis VIII., 13-22, Cotton B IV). The 
other is one of the Modern English translations.15 
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1. 

a geopenode Noe þæs arces hrof, and beheold ut and geseah þæt þære eorþan bradnis wæs 
adruwod. God þa spræc to Noe, þus cweþende: ‘Gang ut of þam arce, þu and þin wif and þine 
suna and heora wif; and eal þæt þær inne is mid þe, læd ut mid þe ofer eorþan, and weaxe ge 
and beof gemanifylde ofer eorþan.’ 
 
2. 
Noe opened the covering of the ark which he had made, and he saw that the water had subsided 
from the face of the earth. And in the second month the earth was dried, on the twenty-seventh 
day of the month. And the Lord God spoke to Noe, saying, Come out from the ark, thou and thy 
wife and thy sons, and thy sons' wives with thee. And all the wild beasts as many as are with 
thee and all flesh both of birds and beasts and every reptile moving upon the earth, bring forth 
with thee: and increase ye and multiply upon the earth.  

 
 Evidently, when comparing these English translations (Old and Modern) of the passage 

from the Septuagint, it can be seen that the Old English translation is abundant in both, the ge-
prefixed items, geopenode, geseah, and the inflectional endings, arces, weaxe. Also the word 
order can be described as rather free, a geopenode Noe þæs arces hrof, and less rigid than its 
modern equivalent. On the other hand, the modern version lacks any ge- prefixes and suffers 
the loss of most synthetic inflections. The chief syntactic arrangement is Subject-Verb-Object 
word order, as in Noe opened the covering of the ark..., the Lord God spoke to Noe... There is 
also one phrasal verb, namely, come out. This phrasal verb, however, does not emerge as a 
modern form of originally prefixed verb; rather, it is a continuance of the original Old English 
verb gang ut. Overall, it can be stated that phrasal verbs did exist in Old English but were 
very rare. Middle English, on the contrary, experienced the introduction of phrasal verbs as a 
productive form, which, together with other semantico-syntactic changes, participated on the 
systemic shift from syntheticity to analyticity, the demise of ge- being a representative 
example. 

Just to remind the reader, so far only internal systemic factors, i.e. scenarios (1), (2), and 
(3) have been examined. However, it is hard to believe that such theories alone can account 
for the significant changes in the system of the English language. It is hard to believe that 
such changes are self-triggered in any language. Consequently, it seems to be relevant to 
investigate scenario number (4). In other words, we would like to centre our attention on 
external influences that could also have created conditions for the aphaeresis16 and later for 
the complete demise of the Old English prefix ge-. Of particular interest is the argument that 
the spoken (not written) form of Old English was under the influence of at least three other 
languages, namely Brittonic,17 British Latin and Old Norse, each in a different part of the 
British Isles. 

Most generally, as many academics (e.g. Crystal) assume, the contact of Anglo-Saxons 
with other language groups on the territory of today’s Great Britain, with the Vikings in 
particular, resulted in a certain type of pidgin language. This mixture of Anglo-Saxon (Old 
English) and Scandinavian (Old Norse) was adopted in order to provide a simplified language 
code to satisfy basic communicative needs. Very likely, this kind of Old English-Norse pidgin 
became quite stable after some time and evolved “into a kind of creole which was used as a 
lingua franca for everyday communication between the two cultures” (Crystal 32).18 As with 
most pidgins and creoles, the grammar of such languages is simplified and much more 
dependent on stable word order. Another common feature of these mixed forms is the attrition 
of inflections (Salzmann 82–86). As regards the word stock, it is usually based on one of the 
contact languages (Spolsky 61). Because Old English and Old Norse words had arisen from 
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the same Germanic source, it is the grammatical structure that was influenced more 
significantly. 

More specifically, this sociolinguistic approach may also reveal why the North is 
linguistically the most innovative part of the British Isles. As Tristram puts it, the Anglo-
Saxons in the North were not only subjected to ultimate linguistic contact with the speakers of 
Old Norse but also with speakers of Brittonic. The Brittonic languages are known to have 
developed a more analytical system of grammar, with “rigid word order,19 grammaticalized 
use of prepositions or other particles”. These new systemic features helped the speakers of 
Brittonic compensate the loss of their inflectional morphology (Tristram 96). Consequently, 
the twofold influence, the Old Norse and the Brittonic, and the fact that there was not as 
numerous Anglo-Saxon population as in the South explains the analytical tendencies in the 
system of Old English. It comes, then, as no surprise that the decline of the prefix ge- started 
in the North. 

The southern zone, on the other hand, the South East in particular, was the area least 
subjected to linguistic contacts (see Tristram). The only language that was spoken in this part 
of Great Britain a few hundred years before the invasion of Anglo-Saxons was British Latin, a 
linguistic descendent of Roman Britain. As Tristram has it, “the acculturation of the speakers 
of British Latin presumably was a fast one, taking only perhaps two generations or even less” 
(Tristram 98). This remarkable phenomenon came into existence due to the strong influx of 
Anglo-Saxon population from the Continent in 5th and 6th centuries as well as due to the 
extreme fall in the number of inhabitants after the Roman troops had withdrawn from their 
British bases. All that helps us to understand why the South East, as regards linguistic 
changes, was the least progressive part of the Isles. The cross language contact in this rather 
small zone was only fleeting, thus leaving no “scars” or “bruises” on the grammatical “skin” 
of Old English. 

If we take into consideration the fact that the demise of the prefix ge- had already started in 
Old English, and particularly under the influence Old Norse and Welsh, the cross language 
contact may also provide an explanation why the loss of the Old English ge- was recorded as 
late as in Middle English. The relevant fact is that Old English was subjected to foreign 
influence only in its spoken form, the written form was strongly codified due to the well-
known language activities of Alfred the Great. Only after Norman French had replaced Old 
English as the official language of law, administration, etc., the spoken form of Old English 
could have surfaced in writing.  

Moreover, as Tristram claims, the language contact was likely to have produced diglossia 
in Anglo-Saxon England. “Anglo-Saxon societies consisted of OEH used by a very small elite 
of largely Continental Germanic ancestry and OEL spoken by the bulk of the population” 
(Tristram 87). Unlike the speakers of the high form of Old English (OEH), whose language 
was kept constant throughout the whole Anglo-Saxon period, the speakers of the low form of 
Old English (OEL) were in contact either with pre-Germanic population (Celts) or with the 
descendants of invaders (Vikings). Due to intermarriage with foreigners or through a certain 
type of acculturation, the Anglo-Saxons modified their communicative system. They acquired 
a number of Brittonic and Scandinavian grammatical features (see above), which appeared as 
“sudden” changes in Middle English. Nevertheless, the extent of such influence is not clear 
yet, and more textual evidence must be employed to document the level of interconnectedness 
between internal (systemic) and external (language contact) scenarios. 

Last but not least, to consider one more aspect of the Germanic ge-, the societal 
multilingualism is capable of providing the answer for one question that has already been 
posed here above: Why do we find the prefix ge- in contemporary Dutch and German, but not 
in contemporary English? Presumably, unlike English, Dutch and German have not 
experienced the linguistic contact with languages of ‘analyzing’ tendencies to such a degree 
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that these could have become triggering points of any significant grammatical shifts. As a 
result, whereas in Dutch and German the original ge- has been kept, English has evolved new 
grammatical means to perform the chief function of the mysterious prefix, namely, its role as 
a perfective aspect marker.  
 
Concluding remarks 
 
The aim of this paper has been to draw the attention of the reader towards certain facts 
concerning the Germanic prefix ga-, especially its role in Old English and its gradual loss 
which was recorded in Early Middle English and continued in later periods. It has been 
argued that the crucial factors determining the final disappearance of the prefix are not the 
phonetic regulations in isolation. As a result, we have attempted to investigate both internal 
systemic changes and external sociolinguistic conditions that could provide a more reliable 
explanation of the issue. 

Our investigation and interpretation of Old English and Middle English material allow us 
to conclude that the process of depletion of the prefix in the form of ge- was launched in the 
category of verbs or nouns; only later, due to analogy, it affected other parts of speech (e.g. 
adjectives and adverbs). Presumably, a down-turn in this type of verbal prefixation could be 
explained by a number of changes that were documented on a larger scale in the Middle 
English period, namely, the loss of inflectional endings, the new Subject-Verb-Object word 
order and the appearance of new post-verbal particles. Owing to these innovations, the 
semantico-syntactic distinction of the Old English prefix ge-, mainly its function as a marker 
of past participle, was no longer guaranteed; it had become redundant and largely ornamental, 
and could therefore be dispensed with.  

Moreover, the fact that spoken Old English was under the external influence of other 
languages, Brittonic and Old Norse in particular, could have also participated in the reduction 
and final loss of the prefix ge-. Both languages significantly collaborated on the grammatical 
remodelling of the English language. It has been stressed that the sociolinguistic conditions, 
especially cross language contacts, are capable of providing relevant information for 
appropriate understanding of the respective issue discussed. However, the extent of their 
participation as well as the degree of the interconnectedness of internal and external factors 
would have to be left for further research. 

As a final concluding point, it should be noted that the above lines are exactly what we 
have already labelled in the title of the article: only a few whims that do not aspire to draw 
definite conclusions. Apparently, the mystery of Old English ge- and its demise will continue 
to the following years of 21st century. Or, as Pilch states: “Über ae. ge- herrscht noch immer 
weitgehende Unklarheit“ (129).20  
 
Notes 
 
1 Translated, after James’ Version, as “And when they heard it, they were glad, and promised to give 
him money. And he sought how he might conveniently betray him“. 
2 Examples are from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, and The Legend of Good Women. 
3 In the Modern English phonetics the phenomenon is referred to as New English Gradation. 
4 English has always appeared to be a highly logic and economical language, and hence we would only 
hardly believe that ga- was a mere ornament, one of poetic embellishments.   
5 As far as we know, only the Gothic ga- was paid a closer attention to, and that in its „verbal“ 
occurrences only (A. Beer, 1921: Part 3). The Old English ge- was mentioned and dealt with by many 
scholars (see further on), but not consistently enough. However, as we can never be sure that no other 
contribution parallel to ours has never been written, and also because of the respect we are bound to 
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take to those who have worked „in the field“, we added the word „revisited“ to the title – therefore 
„Whims of the Old English Prefix ge- Revisited“. 
6 The symbol „0-“ should only be understood as the absence of ge-, as in hieran as contrasted to 
gehieran. It means that other prefixes can be present, e.g. ed- in edniwian. 
7 This term was coined by Eldredge and Gould, and appeared for the first time in their revolutionary 
paper “Punctuated equilibria: an alternative to phyletic gradualism”, which started a new research 
program in paleontology.  
8 R. M. W. Dixon is a specialist in Australian, Polynesian and South American languages, and as such 
he illustrates his theory with examples taken from Australia and Latin America. Obviously, many 
other languages have not been taken into consideration. 
9August Schleicher (1821–1867) is one of the most renowned 19th century linguists. As the chief 
representative of so called linguistic naturalism, he was influenced by Darwin’s conception of 
evolution, and viewed language as a living biological organism. 
10 On the contrary, there have been several attempts to apply Darwin’s theory in the field of 
morphology in recent years, for instance, Dollinger.  
11The verbs with perfective meaning marked by ge- are still in use in Modern German and Dutch. 
12 Examples are taken from Ælfric’s Homily on St. Gregory the Great (Gregorius and the English 
Slaves). 
13 This dialogue is one part of a longer text called The Hunter, which is included into Ælfric’s 
Colloquy.  
14 A phrasal verb is a verb consisting of a lexical element and particle(s). (After Crystal 453). 
15 English translation of the Septuagint translated by Sir Lancelot Charles Lee Breton (1807–1862), 
originally published by Samuel Bagster & Sons, Ltd., London 1851. 
16 The aphaeresis is the loss of initial ‘g’ in the prefix ‘ge’. 
17 By the term Brittonic we understand the eastern branch of Celtic languages, for example, Welsh or 
Cornish. For details see, for instance, Bi ovský. 
18 Contrary to Crystal, some academics (e.g. Singh) argue that creolization would not likely have 
occurred in the earlier stages of the development of English. 
19 Although the main word order in Welsh or in other Brittonic (brythonic) languages is VSO, the 
object at the end of structure may have participated on the development of post-verbal particles. 
20 “Old English ge- still exhibits widespread uncertainty.” (Our translation.) 
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